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 Calibration
1. Download DIView:
http://www.leobodnar.com/shop/index.php?main_page=page&id=12

2. Turn on DiView and click Edit->Settings, Mark only Load Cell Interface LC-USB like on the
screenshot.

3. Then right click on each axis and select VIEW RAW DATA you should see a red indicator and
numbers as in the picture.

4. Then right click on any axis again and click CALIBRATION.
You will see such a window.

5. In the calibration we take into account only the red numbers of the X-axis pedal
at rest is 7700 add to this number about (300 to 500) and enter in the MIN box

6. Then we press the pedal to the end of the range and from the red number (pictured 19019)
this time we subtract from 300 to 500. Enter a given number in the MAX field

7. Center calculate by adding MAX to MIN and dividing into two.
In this case (18600+8100)/2=13350
8. Then repeat the steps from points 4 to 7 for subsequent pedals.
* in IRACING you need to recalibrate the pedals in the game, if you want to have set more accurately as in DIVIEW
most convenient after calibration in the game to change the values in the file (joyCalib) it is in documents -> iRacing
*if we have set individual settings for each car then you need to replace the files (joyCalib) with documents ->
iRacing-> setups-> data auto e.g. subaruwrxsti
*CalibCenter means the minimum value = Min field in DiView

 Throttle and clutch adjustment

Height adjustment

Resistance adjustment

Maximum adjustment pedal deflect

Pedal tilt adjustment

 When adjusting the pedal inclination on the handles, first
we unscrew the screw on the one hand, change positions and screw, then we do exactly the
same thing on the other side.

It is also possibile to turn the pedal cap for people with larger feet.

Picture 2 Higher setting
Rysunek 1 Default setting

Brake adjustment
When adjusting the inclination of the pedal, we unscrew the screw on the one hand,
change positions and turn off, then we do exactly the same thing on the other side

Height adjustment of the overlay
Pedal pre-resistance adjustment

To shorten the pedal travel, you can
add 2mm bushings

Pedal tilt adjustment

 Possible brake configurations
Here are some possible configurations, but you can experiment yourself. To properly
determine what is best for you, it is best to try a few configurations. Remember to leave the
gray sleeve under the bolt (picture 3) and before inserting each elastomer you must first insert
black bushing. You can use 2mm black bushings to reduce the pedal travel, while the sensor still
detects the pressure, which allows you to make a two-stage brake.

70 KG ELASTOMER

80 KG ELASTOMER

To shorten the pedal travel,

90 KG ELASTOMER

you can add 2mm bushings

If you do not use a
spring, you have to
turn around the black
knob

Gray Bushing (DO NOT
REMOVE IT)

Protection and care
Some areas should be sprinkled with dry PTFE grease from time to time. This will
keep the pedals working for a long time and eliminate squeaks. When changing
elastomer springs, it is also worth spraying inside them to ensure adequate
slip(ONLY PTFE). Examples of products below :


Places exposed to friction:

ONLY PTFE

 Mounting schematics

 Connexion of the clutch
First, you should unplugged pedals from the PC

Then screw the other end into the socket on the back of the gas pedal (you
don't have to tightly).

Now you can plugged pedals to the PC

